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The entity's own definition of Hosting 
Capacity

Circuit hosting capacity: defining as amount of PV generation 
can interconnect w/o violating power quality criteria 

(regardless of location).  The current hosting capacity analysis  
is intended to streamline the interconnection process for 

customers.

Amount of DER that can be accommodated anywhere 
without adversely impacting power quality or reliability 

under current configurations and without requiring 
infrastructure upgrades

The analysis will specify how much DER hosting capacity 
may be available on the distribution network down to the 
line section or node level with no significant upgrades. The 

DER is to be evaluated on its impact to: – Equipment 
Thermal Ratings,. – Protection Limits,. – Power Quality and 

Voltage

An Economist’s View of the Grid: Supply, Demand, 
Constraints.  Speed up process of doing analysis, making sure 
in situations where there is demonstrated need for this info 

(policy/planning, interconnection, speeding up utility 
planning process to do things like looking at alternative 

feeder considerations, etc.)

What is/are the intended use/s of the 
analysis outcome? (ex: interconnection, 
information for developers, utility 
planning, operational dispatch, evaluation 
of multiple policy scenarios, etc.)

Transition DER to more than PV – change analysis to 
appropriately reflect characteristics of different resources 

(more granular ways to conduct analysis)

Enabling DER planning, Capacity planning process, 
Informing DER developers, Interconnection screening 

(assist/determine how much DER the system can 
accommodate). Covered 3 methods: (1) Stochastic: Increase 

DER randomly (not sure where it’s going to pop up) – run 
power flow each time; (2) Iterative: Finding how much you 
can interconnect, node by node (detailed); and (3) Drive: 

Limited number of power flows, computationally efficient, 
moderate computation time

Thermal, power quality/voltage, protection, 
safety/reliability.  Model load profiles and circuits for 

interconnection requests from developers.

Can use other hosting capacity elsewhere, can actually say 
“what does this feeder lok like”, start building out statistical 

models to say, probably challenges here, etc. Speed up 
process of doing analysis, making sure in situations where 
there is demonstrated need for this info (policy/planning, 

interconnection, speeding up utility planning process to do 
things like looking at alternative feeder considerations, etc.)

How granular is the data in the model? Is 
it available and accessible? (ex: hourly 
profiles, time series analysis, feeder level, 
DER load shapes, etc.)

With 8760 profiles, can look at hosting capacity at different 
hours of day (feed into LoadSEER power flow analysis tool)

There is good temporal variability, based on what data is 
available.  Data accessibility is a constraint - 576 is probably 
more than enough but one can make good calculations w/ 
fewer data points. Bounding problem (min and max load 
times) – over 24 hours probably worthwhile. There’s no 

reason you can’t analyze more data points. 

Locational and temporal granularity, Time series analysis – 
worked with LoadSEER to develop load profiles off AMI 

data.  Streamlined – rather than doing 576 and placing DER 
on each node, instead run baseline power flow for 576 
hours and for each hour do post-process power flow. 

Granularity, model/extract data, Granularity: substation 
transformer to primary line sections (three phase only) – 

done on each “node” rather than node by node.  3 years of 
data extrapolated 30 years back

8760 is incredibly important (more important than traditional 
peak-oriented).  Start with disaggregated load – 8760 load at 
building level (modeling/forecasting tool).  Relying on open 

data: what is visible. Learn a lot based on common 
engineering practices.

How are limits or thresholds considered?

Able to connect more customers than normally have than just 
using 250% metric. Can add 318 MW over 250% metric and 

reduce supplemental reviews to determine what can be 
interconnected

The iterative process is location specific and is accomplished 
by taking a node by node view.  Methodology does not take 

into account mitigation scenarios.

Streamlined – rather than doing 576 and placing DER on 
each node, instead run baseline power flow for 576 hours 

and for each hour do post-process power flow.

Transformer ratings (MVa ratings), power quality (capacitor 
banks), conductor limits (sizing), etc. Operational issues – end 

of radial, load pockets, etc.

How are DERs modeled? 

Look at solar peak (middle of the day). Challenge: get all data 
in one place. Production data is missing for accurate load 

profiles. Need better tools for load forecasting to do this. To 
do this, need a lot of data (individual feeder level forecasts 

and DER forecasts using GIS, economic data, AMI/sensor data, 
battery/PV data at home level, etc. – rather than just system 

data).

A wide range of DER scenarios are considered, inclusive of 
location specific rooftop Hosting Capacity

Technology agnotic, uniform load profiles are developed 
and documented.

Dynamic 8760 load profiles are developed and loaded into 
the tool and evaluated on a temporal and location-specific 

basis. 

Are smart inverters considered?

Take nameplate generation on that circuit for the inverter. 
Basic assumption going into the model.. Set inverters to ideal 
power factor in Demo A to mitigate voltage impacts, re-ran 

analysis to see hosting capacity values.

Yes, using the DRIVE method SCADA and smart meters useful but not everywhere and 
doesn’t tell whole story

Fastest and easiest: hour for hour load vs. generation and 
substation constraint assessment 2) Less fast and less easy: 
hour for hour load vs. generation, feeder topography, load 

pocket, circuit protection, power quality, and substation 
constraint assessment.

Other refinements? (ex: how does the 
model consider abnormal circuit 
configurations, consider customer export, 
determine solutions, etc.)

Shifting production to times to where there is more hosting 
capacity. Aiming to be more standardized in methodology and 
incorporate the physical layout of the grid, GIS data available 

to us – conductor size, what houses connected to what 
circuits. As we start integrating new programs, looking at 

hourly times of day. As we start integrating new programs, 
looking at hourly times of day.

Methodology includes an iterative and schotastic approach 
based on unknown DER locations and specific known 

customer locations and differeing load conditions.  The 
model is evolving and accuracy is improving over time.

Value in iterative approach – inform,provides simulated 
values as would typically be found in detailed 

interconnection study. Challenges: significantly more 
iterations, convergence issues, lock line regulators, make 

scenario-driven planning more cumbersome due to 
processing time. doesn’t tell you what upgrades are needed

No power flow analysis.  Data-driven, probabilistic 
assessment. Can do quick, speedy analysis.


